Equation of State of Neutron-Star Matter
Neutron stars are unique laboratories for the exploration of matter
at the extremes of density and isospin asymmetry
Overarching Questions
How does subatomic matter organize itself?
What is the nature of neutron stars?
What is the nature of dense nuclear matter?
What is the nature of the crust of neutron stars?

Heaven and Earth
Neutron stars are the natural meeting place for:
Nuclear Physics, Particle Physics, Condensed
Matter, Astrophysics, and General Relativity
Neutron Skins and Neutron Stars
Differ in size by 18 orders of magnitude
Yet, have the same dynamical origin
... Pressure of neutron-rich matter

Neutron-Star Matter: Current Status
Density dependence of the symmetry energy
S(ρ) = J + L x + Ksym x 2 + . . .
Enormous impact of slope L on N-star properties
Size, core-crust transition, cooling, glitches, ...
Progress in constraining L in the laboratory
Neutron Skins, Electric Dipole Polarizability, ...
Neutron-Skins
208
First electro-weak measurement of Rskin
(PREX)
Upcoming improved-statistics experiment (PREX-II)
Approved CREX experiment on 48 Ca
PREX-II and CREX as anchors for comprehensive
Experimental/Theoretical programs at FRIB
Electric Dipole Polarizability
Strong isovector indicator
Symmetry energy acts as the restoring force
Pioneering measurement on 208 Pb at RCNP
First step of a comprehensive program

Neutron-Star Matter: Future Challenges
Neutron-Star Structure
Reliable evidence in favor of massive N-stars
Circumstantial evidence in favor of small N-stars
Explore richness and complexity of the EOS
Soft at intermediate and stiff at high densities
Could this be evidence of a phase transition?
Information and Statistics
Increase standards of theoretical calculations
“Importance of including uncertainty estimates” (PRA eds.)

Exploit richness of statistical methods
To provide unique theoretical/experimental guidance

Train the Next Generation of Nuclear Theorists
Training in Advanced Low Energy NT (TALENT):
“Provide an advanced and comprehensive training to
young researchers by developing a broad curriculum”

First successful step of a comprehensive program

